LAYERS IN DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL THINKING
Love
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Concrete Learning
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Kinesthetic Learning
Experience
Real Objects in the Physical World

Activities that Help Children
Develop Numeracy
Awareness of Distance Climbing, reaching, going for a walk,
counting steps, crawling, pushing toys, throwing balls

Awareness of Weight Putting away groceries, using plastic vs.
metal toys, carrying rocks, putting away toys, climbing

Awareness of Patterns Setting the table, playing with Legos,
planting a garden, climbing, stairs, coloring, cutting, drawing, crafts,
music, and skipping

Awareness of Frequency Taking turns, listening to music,
counting marbles, cars, steps, houses, etc.

Activities that Help Children
Develop Numeracy
Awareness of Time Waiting for dinner time, waiting for mom to
get off the phone, noticing the position of the sun, watching seasons
change, counting down the days to a holiday, playing music, reading
books

Equations Playing teeter-toter, playing with sand or water,
building with blocks or Legos, balancing on a balance board or beam,
trading with your siblings, serving food, sharing portions

Children will develop symbolic thinking skills only after they have
experienced sufficient learning experiences with real
in the physical

world

objects

9-Holes Strategy Game
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9-Holes Strategy Game
Rules:
The object of the game is to get three chips
in a row (horizontal, vertical or diagonal) on
the intersections of the grid.

Each Player starts with his or her own set of
3 same-color chips or counters in the

starting position on the side of the game
board nearest the player.

Once a chip is placed, a player can move it
again and again until a winner is crowned.
Be careful you don’t get fooled!
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My 5 Frame Mat
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My 10 Frame Mat
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Deck O’ Dot Duel

Deck O’ Dot Train
Materials:
Red, Yellow or Green Deck O’ Dots
Deck O’ Dot Train Game board

Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
Deck O’ Dot Duel Game board

Have students spread out
Deck O’ Dot cards and create a number train in
order from 1-10 or in reverse order, 10-0 on the
Deck O’ Dot Train board. Laminate the board and
use to match number to quantity.

Shuffle the set of Deck O’ Dots Card and place it in between
the squares on the game board. Each student will flip a
card, similar to the game “war”. The person with the
higher amount wins the two cards. When the middle deck
is gone whoever has the most wins!

Challenge: Have students start with 2 and make a
two more than train with the Deck O’ Dot Cards.

Challenge: Have the students tell you how they knew how
much they had on their card (without counting one-toone)

Same, Less, More

Deck O’ Dot Duel—Double Flip
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
Deck O’ Dot Duel Game board

Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
Same, Less More

Shuffle the set of Deck O’ Dots Card and place it in
between the squares on the game board. Each student will
flip TWO cards, similar to the game “war”. The person with
the higher sum wins the four cards. When the middle deck
is gone whoever has the most wins!

Flip over one Deck O’ Dot Card (3 to 9) and put it in the top
square on the game board, this will be the focus number.
Each child will flip a card on their turn and put it in the
“same”, “less’, or the “more” spot. They will continue
sorting the deck. This game can be played with a friend or
alone.

Challenge: Have the students tell you how they
knew their sum without counting one-to-one.
Encourage the use of structure!

Challenge: Have students show more and less with an
amount (+2 more, or -2 less). Encourage them to use
structure and tell how they know what they know.
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I Wish I Had
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots

Counters

One student draws a card from the deck and says “I
wish I had ___” (a number higher than what is on
the card). The other student will show with the
amount of counters needed. Example: Card says 6, “I
wish I had 9”, the other student shows 3 counters.
Challenge: Use higher sums with students who are
ready.

Deck O’ Dot Flash
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
Flash a Deck O’ Dot Card and have students tell the
amount within 3 seconds (encourage them to not
count and to look for structure or familar
patterns).
Challenge: Show a plate and instead of asking for
the amount ask what is +1 more than or +2 more
than what they see.

In the Cup, On the Side, In All
Materials:
In the Cup, On the Side, In All Game Board
Red, Yellow or Green Deck O’ Dots
Cup, die, and counters
Player 1 draws a card and places the correct number of
counters in the cup. Player 2 rolls the die and puts that
amount of counters to the side. Together they add up how
many are in the cup, on the side and in all. They write their
answers on the Game Board in the corresponding columns.
Challenge: If you want to try higher sums they can flip two
cards.

Scatter Sandwich
Materials:
Red, Yellow or Green Deck O’ Dots
Call out a “focus sum” and have students match
two Deck O’ Dot cards together to match the sum.
For example if “7” was called out they could match
together the dot cards 4 and 3.
Have them play a missing parts game by showing
their partner one side of the ‘sandwich’ and having
their partner guess what is on the other side.
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Deck O’ Dots Concentration
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
(sort into equal matching sets)
Select 8-10 sets of matching of the Deck O’ Dot
Cards. Mix them up and place them face down. Have
students play the game like memory and try to
remember the quantities they have seen to find a
pair. If a player finds a pair they get to go again. The
winner at the end is the person with the most
matches.

Scatter Fish
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots (sort into
equal matching sets)
Play this game similar to “Go Fish” except they are
playing with Deck O’ dots! Pass out 7 cards to each
player and if they have matches take them out. If
the other person doesn’t have the card they called
out they have to draw a new card. The first person
to get rid of their cards first wins.

Deck O’ Dot Difference
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
Deck O’ Dot Difference Game board
20 counters
Shuffle the set of Deck O’ Dots Card and place it in between the squares
on the game board. Place 20 counters in the “Bank”. Each student will
flip a card, similar to the game “war”. The person with the higher sum
wins but has to figure out by how many they won and take the
difference out of the bank. For example: Player A: Draws 5 then Player
B: Draws 7. Player B wins the difference of 2 counters from the bank.
Once the bank is empty the person with most counters wins.
Challenge: Play the game with higher sums with each person flipping
two cards, adding the sums then finding the difference for the winner.
Be sure to put 50 counters in the bank as sums can be higher.

Deck O’ Dot SLAP!
Materials:
Red, Yellow, or Green Deck O’ Dots
Pass out Deck O’ Dots cards evenly between two
players. Call out a ‘focus’ number and when that
number is flipped over the first student to slap the
pile wins the cards. The person with the most cards
at the end of the game wins.
Challenge: Do “Combination SLAP”, call out a
number and when the total of the two cards total
that sum the first person to slap it get it. Or play
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Odd & Even SLAP!

Deck o’ Dot Duel
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Same Less More Game Board

Less

Same
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More

